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Bringing Wine to Life: Wine Education at Rosen College

Scared of the sommelier?
Have no fear – help is at hand.

Novices and passionate oenophiles alike will be intrigued by the Library’s latest exhibit, “Bringing Wine to Life: Wine Education at Rosen College.” Through a display of photographs and objects – an assortment of corkscrews, glassware, growing-region maps and other items associated with the world of wine — this exhibit focuses on course offerings available at Rosen College as well as wine resources available in the library. Photographs and items in the exhibit are on loan from Frank and Etta Jean Juge. Frank Juge, Ph.D., professor of Hospitality Management at Rosen College, teaches “Exploring Wines of the World” and “The History and Culture of Wines,” among other courses. Etta Jean Juge is a free-lance writer and award-winning photographer. The exhibit continues through July.

Your UCF Smart Card: Your Key to the Library!

The UCF ID Card is required by the UCF Libraries for faculty, students, and staff to print, as well as to check-out library materials, including books, videos, CDs, DVDs, headphones, and laptops. The card has your library card number printed on its front, and the smart chip can store money to use for printing or photocopying (10¢/page). The Rosen Library is a cash-free facility, but has a cash-to-chip machine near the front desk which accepts $1, $5, $10, and $20 dollar denominations to add value to the card. For more information about the UCF Card, see: http://www.ucfcard.ucf.edu Occasionally, the UCF Card Office comes to the Rosen campus to issue cards; check with Student Services for more information about upcoming UCF Card Office visits.

Una Bella Lettura: Quick Reads for Italy

Planning to study abroad for the Summer A term in Italy? Read up before you go. (All titles are available at the Rosen Library.)

Café Life Florence: A Guidebook to the Cafés and Bars of the Renaissance Treasure by Joe Wolff
Culture shock! Italy by Alessandro Falassi
Florence by Alta Macadam
Italy Out of Hand: A Capricious Tour by Barbara Hodgson
Fodor’s See It. Florence & Tuscany
Florence in Detail: A Guide for the Expert Traveler by Claudio Gatti
Harry’s Bar: The Life and Times of the Legendary Venice Landmark by Arrigo Cipriani
The National Geographic Traveler. Rome
Rome: A Cultural and Literary Companion by Jonathan Boardman
Sandra Gustafson’s Great Eats Italy: Florence, Rome, Venice by Sandra Gustafson
New Student Assistants

Tina Jonli
A native of Norway, Tina is a Junior Hospitality Management student. She is multi-lingual, speaking Norwegian, Swedish, Danish, German and English. In Norway, she taught middle school and worked in hotels, before coming to Orlando to study at the Rosen College. For fun, Tina plays soccer, does scrap booking and loves to travel.

Jennifer McCombs
Jennifer is a Sophomore majoring in Hospitality Event Management, with scholarships from Bright Futures, Civil Association, and LEAD Scholars. She has two years of work experience in restaurants. When she completes her degree, she hopes to work for a non-profit charity, planning fundraising events.

Meet our ALSTAR Intern: Muriel Burrell
Born in St. Louis and raised in Detroit, Muriel holds a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Materials and Logistics Management from Michigan State University and a Masters of Science Degree in General Administration from Central Michigan University. She has more than 10 years experience in the automotive industry where she held the position of Project Manager and Senior Buyer for General Motors Corporation. A dual career family, Muriel and her family have lived in Michigan, Texas and Arkansas.

Driven by a desire to change careers, Muriel is currently a graduate student in the College of Library and Information Science at the University of South Florida where she is pursuing a Masters Degree in Library and Information Science with a concentration in academic librarianship. As a USF ALSTARS scholarship recipient, she has taken advantage of the opportunity to intern in the UCF Libraries. Muriel worked at the UCF CMC library located in the Education Building on the main campus, and you may also have seen her at the reference desk at the main library. Having joined the Rosen Library team in January 2007, Muriel looks forward to learning about the special information needs of Rosen students.

Muriel’s short term career goal is to become an academic librarian and eventually she plans to pursue a PhD in Library and Information Science. She lives with her husband and three children in Orlando. When she finds the time, she enjoys quilting, reading, researching African American genealogy and watching college sports.